
iPad Photography Scavenger Hunt  

Thank you to Zart Education and Dee Zabel for the following series of lessons. 

The following activities is on taking interesting photos using an iPhone or and iPad. If you don’t have 

one then use any phone or camera if available. 

Lesson 3 

Take some great photos! 

There is a lot of writing but take your time and enjoy! 

Step 1: Use the list below, or make your own, as starting points for a photographic scavenger hunt. 

Challenge your child to take all photo suggestions on the list or adapt to suit your child’s needs. 

Encourage your child to take more than one image of their subject, to ensure it is: in focus, properly 

exposed, the best angle and the best image they can take. They may also choose to take more than 

one set of photos for each list item, so they have options to select the best photo.  

 

Remember: Make sure the images are recognisable enough for others to find the location.  

Make sure to set boundaries and supervise your student while they are taking photos, i.e. only in our 

house and yard, take a family walk and visit places that are known to them, or with in certain areas 

of the school grounds.(if on site)  

Can you take an interesting photo of the following things/places?  

1. Something you can climb up  

2. A place to hide  

3. Something textured  

4. Repeated shapes  

5. Something brightly coloured  

6. A photo with leading lines  

7. Something old  

8. Shows contrast  

9. A shadow (Hint: To help others be able to locate this try to pick something that would be 

easily recognisable based on its shape or the ground surrounding the shadow. For example, 

maybe the flag poles shadow or the letterbox. The shapes of these will stand out more than 

just a generic tree or flower’s shadow.)  

10. A place to play sport  

11. A symmetrical image  

12. A reflection  

13. Something shiny  



14. A number  

15. A close-up photo  

16. An interesting point of view  

17. Something with wheels  

18. Letters  

19. Something big  

20. Something tiny  

Step 6: Select your best photos to print, mount or frame for display. Send your best shot to 

school for our website 

 

EXTENSION 1: Use the images for a scavenger hunt. Print each student’s images on an A4 sheet of 

paper. Swap papers with a partner. Hunt for the images’ location. When the location is found record 

the spot or subject of the photograph. At the end of the session discuss with your partner if they 

found the correct locations. A prize could be given to the person with the most correct locations.  

EXTENSION 2: Explore the iPad’s inbuilt editing options to improve your images. 

https://support.apple.com/enau/guide/ipad/ipad735956e8/13.0/ipados/13.0  

REFLECTION  

• What was easy or challenging about taking photos on an iPad?  

• Why did you choose the photo you did for each item on the list?  

• What photos do you think are your strongest? Why?  

• What would you like to improve? Could this be done by editing the photo or would you 

need to retake it?  

 

 

https://support.apple.com/enau/guide/ipad/ipad735956e8/13.0/ipados/13.0

